
REBELLIONS: COLONIA AMERICA  

Leisler's Rebellion in New York - 1691 

 Leisler's Rebellion was an uprising in late 17th century colonial New York, in 

which militia captain Jacob Leisler seized control of lower New York from 1689 

to 1691. The uprising, which occurred in the midst of Britain's "Glorious 

Revolution," reflected colonial resentment against the policies of King James II. 

Royal authority was restored in 1691 by British troops sent by James' successor, 

William III. 

Background 

After the accession of James II to the throne of England in 1685, New York became a 

royal colony. James II decreed the formation of the Dominion of New England the 

following year, and in May, 1688 added the colonies of New York and New Jersey, 

designating New York City as the capital. This unilateral union was highly unpopular 

among the colonists. 

In late 1688, James II was deposed for his Catholicism in the Glorious Revolution. The 

event introduced the principle that the people could replace a ruler they deemed 

unsuitable; uprisings against royal governors--though not against the principle of Royal 

government per se--sprouted throughout the colonies. James' newly appointed governor 

of New England, Edmund Andros, was already unpopular due to his stricter enforcement 

of the Navigation Acts and other restrictions on colonists. He attempted to flee, dressed 

as a woman, but was caught and sent back to England. 

The rebellion and royal response 

Amidst this turmoil, Jacob Leisler (b. 1640 in Frankfurt-am-Main), a well-born Calvinist 

immigrant merchant turned militia captain, deposed Lieutenant Governor Francis 

Nicholson in 1689. The coup was ostensibly intended to hold New York for William III 

and Mary II. Opposition within New York to Leisler's rule came mainly from the Albany 

Convention. 

Backed by Dutch laborers and artisans who resented the English ruling elite, Leisler 

enacted a government of direct popular representation. By some counts, he also moved to 

redistribute wealth to the poor. Both policies earned him the scorn of New York's 

predominantly Anglican merchant and aristocratic classes. 

The new king, William III, dispatched a new governor in 1691. After Leisler refused to 

cede authority to a Major Ingoldsby, English troops entered the city and armed conflict 

ensued. Upon Sloughter's arrival, the militia under Leisler surrendered their position 

inside the fort and Leisler and eleven others were arrested for treason. He was tried and 
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found guilty, and he and his son-in-law Jacob Milborne were hanged, and then beheaded 

while still alive on May 16. 

After a year had passed, the others arrested were released. In 1695, an appeal by Leisler's 

family to the Royal apparatus in England resulted in all charges being reversed. The 

family's property was ordered restored. Those in New York who orchestrated Leisler's 

demise refused to follow these instructions. The pro and anti-Leisler factions would 

remain in contention at the provincial level until the arrival of Governor Robert Hunter in 

1710, at which time the factional disputes had died down. 

Some
[who?]

 believe these transactions sparked the beginning of America's two-party 

political system.
[citation needed]

 

Significance 

Some scholars
[who?]

 argue that the rebellion established a core of rebellious sentiment 

against British domination, and reinforced the sentiment that the colonies were subject to 

British rule by their free will, not nature. Others
[who?]

 make the point, however, that when 

taken in context with other rebellions in the same period—Bacon's Rebellion in 1676, the 

Dominion of New England involving Edmund Andros from 1686-1869, Culpepper's 

Rebellion in North Carolina in 1677, and the Protestant Rebellion against the Catholic-

dominated government in Maryland in 1689—Leisler's Rebellion follows a pattern. In all 

of these rebellions a group of middling planters, merchants, or tradesmen rebelled against 

a group of well-entrenched elites who held a monopoly on power. In none of these cases 

did participants rebel against British rule. Rather, their struggle was with local authorities 

who they saw as preventing access to greater wealth or power within the British system. 

At the same time, the presence of British soldiers on colonial soil and the reinvigorated 

enforcement of the heretofore neglected Navigation Acts led to increased tension 

between colonists and British forces. And in that sense in hindsight Leisler's Rebellion, 

like the others, can be seen as precursors to the American Revolution that began in the 

1760s. 

New York Slave Revolt of 1712 

 The New York Slave Revolt of 1712 was an uprising in New York City of 23 

enslaved African Americans who killed nine whites and injured another six. 

Nearly three times that number of blacks, 70, were arrested and jailed. Of these, 

27 were put on trial, and 21 convicted and executed. 

Events 

Conditions in New York were ripe for rebellion. Enslaved Africans lived within close 

proximity of each other, making communication easy. They also often worked among 

free blacks, a situation that did not exist on most plantations. Slaves in the city could 
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communicate and plan a conspiracy more easily than among those on plantations. They 

were kept under abusive and harsh conditions, and naturally resented their treatment.
[1]

 

The men gathered on the night of April 6, 1712 and set fire to a building on Maiden Lane 

near Broadway.
[2][3]

 While the white colonists tried to put out the fire, the enslaved 

African Americans attacked them and ran off. 

Aftermath 

Seventy blacks were arrested and put in jail. Six are reported to have committed suicide. 

Twenty-seven were put on trial, twenty-one of whom were convicted and sentenced to 

death. Twenty were burned to death and one was executed on a breaking wheel. This was 

a form of punishment no longer used on whites at the time. The severity of punishment 

was in proportion to white fears of insurrection. 

After the revolt, laws governing the lives of blacks in New York were made more 

restrictive. African Americans were not permitted to gather in groups of more than three, 

they were not permitted to carry firearms, and gambling was outlawed. Other crimes, 

such as property damage, rape, and conspiracy to kill, were made punishable by death. 

Free blacks were no longer allowed to own land. Slave owners who decided to free their 

slaves were required to pay a tax of £200, a price much higher than the price of a slave. 

 

Stono Rebellion of 1739 – South Carolina 

The Stono Rebellion (sometimes called Cato's Conspiracy or Cato's Rebellion) was a 

slave rebellion begun on Sunday, September 9, 1739, in the colony of South Carolina. It 

was the largest slave uprising in the British mainland colonies prior to the American 

Revolution.
[1]

 One of the earliest known organized rebellions in the present United States, 

it was led by native Africans who were Catholic and likely from the kingdom of Kongo, 

and some of whom spoke Portuguese. Jemmy (referred to in some reports as "Cato") was 

a literate slave who led 20 other enslaved Kongolese, who may have been former 

soldiers, in an armed march south from the Stono River (for which the rebellion is 

named). They recruited nearly 60 other slaves and killed 22-25 whites before being 

intercepted by a South Carolina militia near the Edisto River. In that battle, 20 whites and 

44 slaves were killed, and the rebellion was suppressed. A group of slaves escaped and 

traveled another 30 miles before battling a week later with a militia; most of the slaves 

were executed; a few survived to be sold to the West Indies. 

In response, the South Carolina legislature passed the Negro Act of 1740 restricting slave 

assembly, education and movement. It also enacted a 10-year moratorium against 

importing African slaves, and established penalties against slaveholders' harsh treatment 

of slaves. It required legislative approval for manumissions, which slaveholders had 

previously been able to arrange privately. 
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Local factors 

By this time, the majority of the population of the South Carolina colony were slaves, as 

importation had increased in recent decades. Most of the slaves were native Africans; 

many had served time in the West Indies before being brought to South Carolina. Several 

factors may have convinced the slaves that a rebellion at that time might lead to freedom. 

Accounts of slaves' gaining freedom by escaping to Spanish-controlled Florida gave the 

Carolina slaves hope; the Spanish had issued a proclamation and had agents spread the 

word about giving freedom and land to slaves who got to Florida; and tensions between 

England and Spain made slaves hope for a positive reception in St. Augustine. In 

addition, a malaria epidemic had killed many in Charleston, weakening the power of 

slaveholders. Lastly, historians have suggested the slaves organized their revolt to take 

place on Sunday, when planters would be occupied in church. The Security Act of 1739 

(which required all white males to carry arms even to church on Sundays) had been 

passed in August, and penalties were supposed to begin after September 29.
[2]

 

African background 

Jemmy, the leader of the revolt, was a literate slave described in an eyewitness account as 

"Angolan"; because of patterns of trade, he was more likely from the Kongo Empire in 

Central Africa. His cohort of 20 slaves were also called "Angolan", and likely also 

Kongolese. The slaves were described as Catholic, with some speaking Portuguese. The 

patterns of trade and the fact that the Kongo was a Catholic nation point to their origin 

there. The kingdom of the Kongo had voluntarily converted to Catholicism in 1491; by 

the 18th century, the religion was a fundamental part of its citizens' identity. The nation 

had independent relations with Rome.
[3]

 

Portuguese was the language of trade as well as the second language of educated people 

in Kongo. Speaking Portuguese allowed the slaves in South Carolina to be more aware of 

offers of freedom by Spanish agents. They would have been attracted to the freedom of 

Catholic religion in Florida. Because Kongo had been undergoing civil wars, more people 

had been captured and sold into slavery in recent years, among them trained soldiers. It is 

likely that Jemmy and his rebel cohort were such military men, as they fought hard 

against the militia when they were caught, and were able to kill 20 of the militia. 
[4]

 

The events of the revolt 

On Sunday, September 9, 1739, Jemmy gathered 20 enslaved Africans near the Stono 

River, twenty miles southwest of Charleston. This date was important to them as the 

celebration of the Virgin Mary's nativity; like the religious symbols they used, this 

combined their Catholic past with present purpose.
[5]

 They marched down the roadway 

with a banner that read "Liberty!", and chanted the same word in unison. They attacked 

Hutchenson's store at the Stono River Bridge, killing two storekeepers and seizing 

weapons and ammunition. 
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Raising a flag, the slaves proceeded south toward Spanish Florida, a well-known refuge 

for escapees. On the way, they gathered more recruits, sometimes reluctant ones, for a 

total of 80. They burned seven plantations and killed 20-25 whites along the way. South 

Carolina's Lieutenant Governor William Bull and four of his friends came across the 

group while on horseback. They left to warn other slaveholders. Rallying a militia of 

planters and slaveholders, the men went back to find Jemmy and his followers. 

The next day, the well-armed and mounted militia, numbering 20-100 men, caught up 

with the group of 80 slaves at the Edisto River. In the ensuing confrontation, 20 whites 

and 44 slaves were killed. While the slaves lost, they took proportionately more whites 

with them than was the case in later rebellions. The heads of the rebels were mounted on 

stakes along major roadways to serve as warning for others who might consider revolt.
[6]

 

The lieutenant governor hired Chickasaw and Catawba Indians and other slaves to track 

down and capture slaves who escaped from the battle.
[7]

 A group of the slaves who 

escaped fought a pitched battle with a militia a week later; they had traveled nearly 30 

miles from the first site of conflict.
[8]

 Most of the rebellious slaves were executed; others 

were sold off to the West Indies. 

Aftermath 

Over the next two years, there were separate slave uprisings in Georgia and South 

Carolina, perhaps inspired, as colonial officials believed, by the Stono Rebellion. 

Conditions of slavery were sufficient cause. Planters decided they had to develop a slave 

population that was native-born, believing they were more content. Attributing the 

rebellion to the presence of Africans, they decided to cut off the supply and enacted a 10-

year moratorium on slave importation through Charleston. After they opened it up again, 

they imported slaves from areas other than the Congo-Angolan region.
[9]

 

In addition, the legislature passed the Negro Act of 1740 to tighten controls: it required a 

ratio of one white to ten blacks on any plantation. Further, it prohibited slaves from 

growing their own food, assembling in groups, earning money, or learning to read. In the 

uncertain world of the colony, several of the law's provisions were based on the 

assumption that whites could effectively judge black character; for instance, whites were 

empower to examine blacks who were out without passes, and to take action.
[10]

 The 

legislature worked to reduce the causes for rebellion: establishing penalties for masters 

who demanded excessive work or who brutally punished slaves (these provisions were 

difficult to enforce, as the law did not allow slave testimony against whites.) They also 

started a school to teach slaves Christian doctrine.
[11]

 At the same time, the legislature 

tried to prevent slaves from being freed and required its permission for manumissions, 

formerly arranged privately. 

This likely reduced planters' freeing the mixed-race children born of their (or their sons') 

liaisons with enslaved women, as they did not want to subject their sexual lives to public 

scrutiny.
[12]

 Of course such relationships continued. By 1860 the 200 students at 

Wilberforce University in Ohio, established for blacks, were mostly mixed-race children 

whose tuition was paid by their wealthy southern planter fathers.
[13]
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